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"Red Lights" is new thriller, drametical and horror movie. It is written and directed by Rodrigo CortÃ©s.
Movie is produced by Steve Chasman, AdriÃ¡n Guera.Watch online Red Lights movie in Full
HD/DVD/ipod/divX All Qualities are Here

Music is given by Victor Reyes.

Movie Review (Synopsis):

Veteran paranormal researchers Dr. Margaret Matheson (Sigourney Weaver) and Tom Buckley
(Cillian Murphy) debunk fraudulent claims of ghost whispering, faith healing and other psychic
phenomena by detecting what Matheson calls "red lights," the subtle tricks behind every staged
supernatural occurrence. But when the legendary blind psychic Simon Silver (Robert De Niro)comes
out of retirement after 30 years, his once-fearless adversary Matheson warns Buckley to back off,
fearing reprisal from the powerful Silver. Determined to discredit Silver, Buckley and his star student
(Elizabeth Olsen) use every tool at their disposal to uncover the truth behind the charismatic, spoon-
bending, mind reader. But Buckley is forced to reexamine his own core beliefs as his quest builds to
a mind-blowing conclusion in this taut psychological thriller from award-winning writer and director
Rodrigo CortÃ©s.

Dr. Margaret Matheson and her partner, Tom Buckley are the world's foremost investigators of
paranormal phenomena. Professional skeptics, they have debunked dozens of fraudulent mind
readers, ghost hunters, faith healers and the like by detecting what Matheson calls 'red lights',
subtle clues to the trickery behind each of these 'supernatural' occurrences.

Red Lights is a story about the team of Dr Margaret Matheson, played by Sigourney Weaver (Cabin
in the Woods, Avatar, Alien), and Dr Tom Buckley, played by Cillian Murphy (In Time, Inception,
Batman Begins), investigating supposed paranormal events, finding out how they actually happen
and exposing them as farces. When they arenâ€™t doing that Margaret Matheson is a lecturer at a
university and Tom Buckley is her assistant. The university decides itâ€™s time for a budget cut and
Margaretâ€™s department is the perfect place to start. Unsurprisingly neither of them are happy with it
and Tom sees an opportunity to put their paranormal investigations department back on the map in
a major way by exposing Simon Silver, portrayed by Robert De Niro (Killer Elite, Limitless).

Simon Silver is a blind psychic whoâ€™s come out of retirement to have one last tour, and it seems that
heâ€™s the only successful paranormal that hasnâ€™t been exposed. Buckley thinks that if they investigate
Silver theyâ€™ll be able to figure him out and put an end to their profession being a laughing stock.
Margaret warns him that itâ€™s a bad idea but Tom decides to investigate Simon Silver alone anyway,
because as she said â€œThere are two types of people out there with a special gift; the ones who really
think they have some kind of power and the other guys who think we canâ€™t figure them out.

The visual tricks throughout the movie were great and so was the soundtrack, composed by Victor
Reyes (Buried), that perfectly portraying every tense and unexpected moment note for note which
added intensity to the atmosphere of the movie.

Viewers with some knowledge of paranormal research will enjoy trying to figure out the techniques
used by the fake psychics in Red Lights before the main characters reveal them. I did wonder if the
film did a disservice to parapsychologists by implying that they are all totally incompetent, like the
bumbling Professor Shackleton, played by Toby Jones. Any parapsychologist worth their salt would
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not have been fooled by the techniques used by the fake psychics in this film.

And in 1979, James Randi had two young conjurors turn up at the newly established McDonnell
Laboratory for Psychical Research at Washington University claiming to have psychic powers. They
were tested for four years by the laboratory staff and appeared to be able to perform the standard
repertoire of psychic feats, including psychokinesis, telepathy and clairvoyance. The McDonnell
researchers described them as "gifted psychic subjects".

There are a few aspects of the film that just don't ring true at all but these can be forgiven in the
interests of plot development. The idea that parapsychological research attracts generous funding is
certain to bring a wry smile to the faces of most parapsychologists. The notion that "publishing
results" is something that an individual scientist has total control over and that these results are
literally "signed off" at a precise point in time, at which point they are released upon the world, is
nonsense. Have these people not heard of peer review? And how slow it can be? And honestly,
throwing the leader of a research team against the wall and threatening him with physical violence is
not the right way to get yourself signed up for a project.

In the film, the fake psychic ends up in jail. Although Popoff went bankrupt, he never went to jail,
and now he's back earning millions of dollars a year by, among other things, selling "blessed water"
to his sick and desperate flock.
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Characters are playing roles as:

Robert De Niro is playing as Simon Silver

Sigourney Weaver is playing as Margaret Matheson

Cillian Murphy is playing as Tom Buckley

Elizabeth Olsen is playing as Sally Owen

Toby Jones is playing as Paul Shackleton

Joely Richardson is playing as Monica Handsen

Craig Roberts is playing as Ben

Burn Gorman is playing as Benedict Cohen

Karen David is playing as Dana

Jan Cornet is playing as David Matheson

Leonardo Sbaraglia is playing as Palladino

Jeany Spark is playing as Traci Northrop



Jesse Bostick is playing as TV Boy

Garrick Hagon is playing as Howard McColm

Gina Bramhill is playing as Judi Cale
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